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“Terrorism is Good for Business”: RT Documentary
Exposes Dirty Oil Secrets, ISIS Ties with Turkey
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Region: Middle East & North Africa
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NATO War Agenda
In-depth Report: SYRIA

Exclusive eye witness reports and documents, abandoned by retreating jihadists and found
by  RT  Documentary  crew  members  in  a  region  liberated  by  Syrian  Kurds,  point  to
commercial scale oil smuggling operations and cozy relations between ISIS and Turkey.

Exclusive  and  unprecedented  footage,  along  with  witness  accounts,  was  filmed  by  the  RT
Documentary  crew only  ten  days  after  the  town of  Shaddadi  in  Syrian  Kurdistan was
liberated from Islamic State terrorists. The area surrounding the town is well known for its
vast oil reserves and extraction activity that for months was reaped by ISIS command to
generate revenue.

WATCH THE DOCUMENTARY HERE

Following Kurdish soldiers around the destroyed and abandoned homes, RT Documentary
found  documents  which  showed  a  direct  link  between  Turkey  and  Islamic  State  fighters
operating in Syria. The jihadi paperwork included an entire pile of foreign passports with
Turkish entry stamps, and booklets encouraging jihad against the the Syrian government,
printed in Turkey.

EXCLUSIVE:  #ISIS,  oil  &  #Turkey  related  jihadist  docs  obtained  by  RT
https://t.co/sWXruD7eYZ pic.twitter.com/j4qvHhjj1t

— RT (@RT_com) 24 March 2016

 

But most importantly, among piles of ISIS documents RT journalists discovered heaps of
detailed invoices used by the terrorists to calculate and report their daily revenues from
illegal smuggling activity. “Of course, they wouldn’t get any weapons from Turkey if they
didn’t ship them oil,” a teenage oil refinery worker told RT. “They…go with the oil and come
back with the guns. And so they go, back and forth, back and forth.”  In addition, the
documentary crew was also able to record exclusive interviews with locals – as well as
captured IS recruits – who shed more light into the ISIS oil trade. According to witnesses on
the  ground,  fighters  who  came  from  Raqqa  and  Aleppo  to  pick  up  the  oil  constantly
mentioned Turkey as  the  final  destination.  “A lot  of  money passed through here,  because
they (IS) pumped plenty of oil. It’s safe to say that they were making as much as a million
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dollars per week. Dealers from Aleppo would come in vehicles, with tanks that could take up
to  170-180  barrels.  People  said  they’d  take  the  oil,  export  it  to  Turkey  and  other
countries,”  one  local  said.  Silav  Serkeftin,  a  commander  with  the  Kurdish  Women’s
Protection Units (YPJ), said that “we can say with certainty that Turkey actively supports IS.
We found Turkish walkie-talkies, Turkish phone numbers.”

One of the captured ISIS fighters admitted that the terrorist group sells oil to Turkey. Others
have admitted that crossing the border into the neighboring country proved to be relatively
easy.  “Crossing the Syrian-Turkish border was also very easy.  It  was like crossing the
street,” ISIS member from Saudi Arabia, Muhammed Ahmed Muhammed told RT. “A man
told me that the Islamic State erased the borders. That there were no borders. I’d heard
about that, but I couldn’t quite get it until I saw it myself.”

Despite the apparent ties between Turkey and IS, the teenage oil refinery worker expressed
optimism that Syria would come out ahead. “Turkey decided to support IS so they could
destroy Syria. But Syria will  stand up to them,”  he said. Ankara has always fiercely denied
any involvement in an illegal oil trade with ISIS, and any contacts with the terror group
whatsoever. RT has reached out to the Turkish Foreign Ministry for a specific comment on
the  documentary  crew’s  findings  which  Ankara  has  failed  to  provide  thus  far.  Besides
collecting irrefutable proof of quite cozy relations between ISIS and Turkey, RT managed
capture the mood of the populace who have lived and worked under ISIS yoke for months.
They shared their untold stories of survival under the jihadists’ rule.
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